New Difficulty In La. Election

BY J. CRITCHLEY

TALLULAH, La.--In this small town on the banks of the Tchefuncte River, Tallulah Wyche lost to Clayton Cox, a white Republican, by about 3,800 votes.
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Editorial Opinion

Fire When Ready

They don't call State Senator Roland Cooper the Willy F'yin' Cooper for nothing. He has always been one of those coming up with simple solutions for difficult problems.

Last weekend, for instance, Cooper heard that some teachers were looking for an easy way of dealing with the teachers' salary grievances—calling for a special session of the Legislature and finding the money to pay them what they deserve.

But Cooper's foxy strategy shouldn't go to waste. Just this month, school officials from the entire southeast district—Fairffield this time—told a federal judge how hard it is to get the Legislature to accept assignments to Negro schools.

But you can bet the issue of the Fox, if they go after 'fire 'em all, if you can fire them when they're right or wrong.

Letters to the Editor

Our Neighborhood Organized Workers of Middle America addressed the following letter to the Editor:

To the Editor:  
We are concerned about the future of the city.  

The city is in need of revitalization, and we feel that the city must do something to attract new businesses and residents.  

In addition, we believe that the city should invest in public transportation, including bike lanes and bus routes, to make the city more accessible to residents and visitors.  

We also believe that the city should invest in green spaces, including parks and gardens, to make the city more attractive to residents and visitors.  

We appreciate your consideration of our concerns, and we look forward to hearing from you.

Judge Disagrees, Fines Him $100

‘It’s a Frame,’ Says Macdon

BY MARY ELLEN GALE

TUSCALOOSA, Ala.—‘It’s a frame,’ says Macdon, a 90-year-old man who was charged with murdering an elderly man in a small town in Alabama.

The man, Perry Salyer, was charged with manslaughter in the death of an elderly man who was found with a knife in his hand.

Salyer, who was visiting the elderly man’s home, told police that he was merely trying to frame the man for a robbery.

However, police say that Salyer’s version of events was not supported by evidence.
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MONTGOMERY, Ala.—For a few hours last Friday night, the Alabama State College Arena was the basketball capital of the nation. The Alabama State-Bethune-Cookman game brought together the country’s two top small-college scorers—Willie Scott of State, and Johnnie Allen of the visitors from Daytona Beach, Fla.

In the first half, the 6’5” Scott and the 6’7” Allen played head-to-head. Allen, number 45 in the pictures, gained on Scott, number 32, in the scoring race, with 15 points to Scott’s 10.

Scott and Allen drew different defensive assignments in the second half. The State star broke loose for 20 big points, while Allen was held to 11. The outcome was Scott 30, Allen 26—State 94, Bethune 88.

Photos by Jim Peppler
**BY BOB LABAREE**

**BESEMER, Ala.**—In an area where more than half of the population is Negro, why do Negroes make up less than 15% of the jury rolls?

This is a question which civil rights lawyers have been asking in federal court here for several years. They say the answer is Negroes are "systematically excluded" from the list of prospective jurors.

The all-white jury board for the Bessemer Division of the Jefferson Circuit Court agrees that Negroes are under-represented. The jury board members say, however, that it's not their fault.

The federal court has already ruled twice—in favor of the jury board. The newest ruling by the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals has ruled that there is no constitutionally established Negro jury roll.

"We do not approve of the situation," stated Judge Orzell Bullock, "We agree that Negroes are under-represented. The jury board members say, why do Negroes make up less than 15% of the jury rolls?

"We do not approve of the situation. We do not wish to listen to further complaints. We wish to listen to further complaints.

"There is no evidence that a fair system would result in so few Negro jurors.
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Mrs. Johnson's Appeal Denied

BY MARY ELLEN GALE

WINTERS, Ala. — The big issue in the downtown office of Macon County Commission Progress Program at the new place this week—and a new director was strong and bright.

After five months of bitter controversy, the CAP band won their case and proceeded to the commission to meet and then adjourn their meeting in the presence of the downtown office and the downtown office of Macon County Commission Progress Program at the new place this week—and a new director was strong and bright.
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Who’s Alabama?

Jackson, Miss.—You can talk about Alabama, the University of Alabama, and the other “pride” football schools, but in every state, every town, every county, the true Alabama fans are here and are far from being drafted. No other Southern State produces more athletic specimens than the State of Alabama.

Tommie Funches, 4’11”, of Tuscaloosa, is the leader of the second round of the pro draft, by the Boston Patriots of the American Football League. Funches was “one of our better ball players,” said the Alabama coach who had first scouted him this week.

Jackson’s 30-year-old football team has been the nation’s real show-stopper, and a team which has been known to make a national champion in the last few years. Jackson will be one of the teams that will probably be among the top teams in the nation next year.

Blessings Blessings

The man with the gold-Archie, Roswell Franklin of Grafton, Grafton, finds it is in his family to wish a blessing to a visiting friend.

Is myAlgiers native? Can my husband stop drinking? Can my credit go up? Can my love life be restored? Where is my favorite spot?

They call me the fortune teller. But I am only a servant of God, and I am here to help you in your life. You may call mewhether good or bad. I have a special gift to tell you what will happen in your future. I will tell you what will happen in your future. I will tell you what will happen in your future. I will tell you what will happen in your future.
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